
Dear Bill, 	 3/21/94 
The other side of this sheet is what has given me a new burst of writing activity. 
And before you get this, maybe before I mail it, you'll have the second lengthy 

art ile I've recently written. 
This I intend as an Afterword in the already very long NEVER AGAIN! And if that is 

not to betas a record for history. 
I was given copies of # ew of the NSCA records dislosed last fall: In making a 

copy of pages to work front  t s is an unnecessary page. Some of it is devastating. 
I started the writing. 

Reur 3/18, the enclosures are interesting. Do I thank i3etsy for that fine cartoon? 
Of which I'm making cos to send to others. 

If you can whenIlreturn that VCR cassette, please indicate about where that 
Newman-CIA 201 stuff appears or better, if it does not Take you too much time, leave 
it there so it will start when turn it on. I have not yet learned really how to 
use this machine, I use it so little. Thanks if you can. 

The fellow who says he worked in the Russell archive, as you will know if you read 
that\liticld, got it wrong. Incredible as it may seem, neither Cooper not Russell believed 
there had been a conspiracy and then had been kept so much in the dark they did not know 
that their own convictions meant there had been a conspiracy. 

On the numner of shot, which I've never tried to dope out, it is not reasonable to 
presume el that silencers were not used. So, we have no way of knowing. 

On that Cooper oral history, does he refer to Russell's and his strong disbelief 
in the single-bullet theory? I avoid gping to the basement and what you sent me is there. 
I have one o4hisfrom the Russell archive at Athens, Ga. 

It is futile to ask my publisher anything. i never get any responses even to my 
asking how I can help an4aking offers to. I cannot explain it. I think they decided to 
doll it on the cheap in the hope my name alone would sell it. That. hwoever, does not 
get it into the stores to be seen or tell shoppersibm the stores what it is. My nearby.  

Walden's did not even know about it a month after it was out. 
The indications ivy the Washingtonhapers is that Matcher is not expected to recover. 
I just engaged a Hood student to retype what I'Ve sent you and what I'll be 
Thanks, pnd out best, 


